The Next Frontier of
Collaboration
DIGITAL REALITIES
Product development, validation and industrialization has become an end-to-end digital lifecycle.
However, there is a fundamental disconnect between the wealth of digital data available to product
and manufacturing engineers, and the physical world in which we are attempting to apply it.
This paper discusses the impact of the resulting ‘cognitive gap’ and the associated challenge of
geographically distributed teams. It examines the potential offered by a new generation of ‘spatial
computing’ or ‘XReality’ (XR) technologies, and presents how Theorem Solutions has leveraged
over 25 years of engineering Visualization experience to create unique collaborative
workspaces.
At Theorem Solutions, we believe that by combining the strengths of humans and
machines, blending digital technology into the physical world, XR will dramatically
increase engineering value creation.

A World
that demands
MORE!
We live in a world that is experiencing change at an unprecedented pace. Technology is
evolving faster, and technology adoption rates are accelerating; Buoyed by rapidly maturing
markets and global population growth, the world is demanding greater choice, increased
personalisation, and superior performance. Manufacturers are responding with more
products, bringing them to market faster than ever before, and pursuing every opportunity
to gain a competitive advantage. The pace of technology development and adoption
may be stretching the capabilities of many but, it is also the enabler for the business
transformation necessary to respond.
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Product development, validation and industrialization has

2017 issue of the Harvard Business Review1, “there is a

become an end-to-end digital lifecycle. At the core of

fundamental disconnect between the wealth of digital data

modern product development and manufacturing, a digital

available to us and the physical world in which we apply it”.

backbone now connects the product engineers

The authors continue to note that, “the rich data

to the manufacturing domain, and to the

we now have to inform our decisions and

upstream and downstream extended

actions remain trapped on 2D pages and

enterprise. Product engineers and

There is a fundamental
disconnect between
the wealth of digital data
available to us [product and
manufacturing engineers] and
the physical world in which
we apply it.

their manufacturing peers are
capturing data, analysing and
learning from it, and creating
closed-loop

fe e d b a c k

fo r

continuous improvement across
the complete business. This digital
backbone enables collaboration and
distribution outside the traditional

screens” 1.
Closing the gap between the digital
and physical world presents an
opportunity to exploit the power of
digital product development and
d i g i ta l

m a n u fa ct u r i n g

as

a

competitive advantage. This paper
discusses how Theorem Solutions has
taken a unique approach to making this

enterprise, into a global value system. It

opportunity accessible, demonstrates how we

provides the foundation for digital manufacturing,

are helping enlightened manufacturers to embrace

and for the adoption of advanced manufacturing

the next wave of collaboration, and presents the

technologies both today and tomorrow.

technologies that are at the forefront of this immersive
revolution.

An illustration of
the continuous
nature of the digital
asset in modern
manufacturing.

CLOSING THE ‘COGNITIVE GAP’
Humans access and process information through each of
our five senses; sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch.
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DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM
With the evolution of computing as an essential part of

However, the ability to process this information varies

design and manufacturing engineering, sequential and

between the senses, and the majority (an estimated 80% to

simultaneous engineering methods of product design and

90%) of human information is accessed through sight.

development have been replaced by concurrent engineering

Our ability to consume and process information is limited

approaches. By embracing concurrent engineering,

by the demand on our mental capacity, in what is referred

manufacturers can avoid costly errors, improve cost and
quality, and accelerate time-to-market.

to as ‘cognitive load’. Cognitive load is impacted by the

However, as Porter and Heppelmann noted in the December

information. For instance, in reading this paper, mental

mental effort required to process any given type of

1. Porter, M.E., and Heppelmann, J.E. (2017) Harvard Business Review, NovemberDecember
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Cognitive gap illustrated with
traditional sat-nav vs. modern
Augmented Reality (AR) HUD.

Large cognitive
gap and significant
cognitive load.

HUD places
essential information
in context

TURN
RIGHT

effort is required to translate letters into words, and the

on the instructions, all while still maintaining control of the

words must be further interpreted into meaning.

vehicle. The resulting cognitive journey creates significant
cognitive load. This is why we are seeing Head-Up-Displays

More importantly, in the context of the disconnect between

(HUDs) now being used to overlay the relevant data and

digital and physical worlds, cognitive load also depends

guidance where it is needed – by placing information in

significantly on ‘cognitive distance’, that is, the gap

context, superimposing that information onto the physical

between the form in which information is presented, and

world by way of a projection on the vehicle’s windshield,

the context in which it is applied. For instance, when

this reduces cognitive distance and therefore minimises

following navigation instructions from a dash-mounted in-

cognitive load.

vehicle satellite navigation system, the driver must consume
the information presented on the screen, retain that

Psychologists take this concept even further, with research2

information in working memory, translate the instructions

showing that humans can only attend to one ‘cognitive task’

onto the physical world in front of them, and then finally act

at a time. The research shows that task switching (aka

Placing
information in context,
reduces cognitive
distance and therefore
minimises cognitive
load.

2. Meyer, D.E., Evans, J.E., Lauber, E.J., Gmeindl, L., Rubinstein, J., Junck, L., & Koeppe,
R.A. (1998). The role of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex for executive cognitive processes
in task switching. Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience, Vol.10.
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multi-tasking) is “expensive”, taking more time to complete,

the most immersive type of reality technology.

and more errors made when you switch between tasks. If

In an industrial context Commercial VR has been evolving

the tasks are complex, then the time and error penalties, or

for around 30 years. Developed by specialist niche software

‘cognitive cost’, will increase. In fact, the same research

companies, to serve large product development and

concluded that task switching could add up to a loss of 40%

manufacturing businesses, the immersive experience is

of your productivity.

created through complex ‘CAVE’ environments (Cave

Consider therefore the scenario of today’s engineer,

Automatic Virtual Environments) where projectors are

constrained to viewing scaled down versions of 3D models,

directed onto between three to six of the walls of a room-

through a 2D screen, while attempting to consider the

sized cube. This produces full-size renderings, giving the

impact of changes in the context of a full-sized products in

user a feeling of being immersed in a 3D world that can be

the real world.

interacted with through 3D goggles and glove mounted
sensors. CAVEs are extremely expensive, ranging between

Given the increasing pressures on manufactures to do

$0.35Mn and $1Mn.

more, to do it faster and to do it better, the advantages of
closing cognitive distance, and the potential to improve
productivity is a compelling reason to take up the challenge

Commercial VR … [has been]
developed by specialist niche
software companies, to serve
large product development and
manufacturing businesses.

in an engineering context.

HOW HAS TECHNOLOGY BEEN
RESPONDING TO CLOSE ‘COGNITIVE
DISTANCE’?
Virtual Reality (VR) is an interactive computer-generated

More recently ‘Powerwalls’ have attempted to reduce the

experience taking place within an entirely simulated

required investment (to around $100k). Powerwalls create

environment, incorporating auditory and visual feedback,

an ultra-high resolution display that is constructed of a

but can also include other types of sensory feedback like

matrix of other displays. 3D glasses can be used to create

haptic. The computer-generated simulation of a three-

the illusion of three dimensions but, despite the resolution,

dimensional image or environment can be interacted with in

inevitably the sensation is one of working ‘on’ a 2D screen,

a seemingly real or physical way by a person using special

albeit at full-scale. Where Powerwalls do present an

electronic equipment, such as a helmet with a screen inside

advantage over CAVEs is in collaboration, enabling several

or gloves fitted with sensors. In a literal sense, VR can make

users to work on the same Powerwall together.

it possible to ‘experience’ anything, anywhere, anytime. It is

Commercial VR

Power Walls & Caves
driven by niche suppliers

Consumer VR

Parallel technology paths
that have resulted in different
approaches to the provision
of VR.

automotive and aerospace

Gaming Industry
driven by giant companies
consumer driven

~30 years

~20 years

high cost

low cost

limited availability

widely available

application in product development
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Commercial VR in the form of CAVEs and Powerwalls has

Consumer VR has further evolved into two aligned

been closely aligned to the Product Lifecycle

technologies, Augmented Reality and Mixed Reality.

Management (PLM) software developers,
such as Siemens, Dassault Systèmes
and PTC, presenting another highcost of entry for product
d eve l o p m e n t

companies

attempting to leverage VR.
Similarly, the preparation of
d a ta

fo r

use

in

t h es e

Commercial VR systems is a
difficult and time-consuming
process, resulting in larger
businesses deploying dedicated
data-preparation teams to support
the demand.

Using the same graphical engines as

Theorem
Solutions provides
enabling technologies for
engineering and manufacturing
businesses to improve their design,
engineering and manufacturing
processes by utilising existing
digital assets to collaborate within
innovative Virtual, Augmented
and Mixed Reality
Experiences.

other development approaches such
as Apple’s ARKit and Google’s
ARCore, Augmented Reality (AR)
provides the ability to overlay
and view digital data onto
images of the real world, using
traditional devices such as
smartphones and tablets. While
dominated today by gaming
applications, AR is seeing rapid
uptake in applications such as training,

where digital assembly or service

instructions can be presented by anchoring

Interestingly, Virtual Reality has seen a parallel

digital images onto real world ‘locators’. A number of

development path in the consumer world; Consumer VR

training solutions developers are helping manufacturers to

has been evolving for around 20 years. Unlike Commercial

exploit this opportunity. The disadvantage can be a

VR, the technology companies behind Consumer VR are
global tech’ giants, such as Samsung, HTC, Google and

Consumer VR, and the related
Augmented and Mixed Reality
technologies, present an
opportunity to overcome the
financial barriers to entry.

Oculus (Facebook). The objective has been wide-scale
availability and low cost. Most significantly however, unlike
Commercial VR, and despite multiple hardware giants
playing in this field, the software behind Consumer VR has
come from the gaming industry, and it is dominated by two
massive players in the gaming world; Unity and Unreal.
Consumer VR is a totally immersive technology, with the

cognitive distance created by having to place the screen to

user seeing a completely simulated environment through
head

Consumer VR, but also now including

one side while working, or the hinderance of holding a

mounted

screen while trying

displays. The upside

to work with the

is that the users can

images displayed.

be ‘transported’ to a
full-sized simulation

USA

Eastern
Europe

UK

India

of any environment,

t h ro u g h
handsets.

l i n ke d
Th e

devices, such as
Google

Glass or the DAQRI

that

environment

Head-mounted
VUZIX,

and then interact
with

China &
Korea

Globally dispersed
development is commonplace
and therefore new
collaboration solutions are
required.

helmet,

are

presenting some
handsfree options

to address this problem. Despite restricting the user to a

simulation also allows multiple users to interact within the

relatively ‘flat’ viewing experience (through a screen), it is a

simulated world. The downside for some is that complete

substantial step forwards in terms of contextual relevance

immersion can be disorientating, resulting in ‘VR sickness’.

when viewing data. AR is seeing significant growth, and it is
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predicted by industry observers to ultimately be the winner

will present a barrier for many product development

over Consumer VR .

businesses. Consumer VR, and the related Augmented and
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Mixed Reality technologies, present an opportunity to
overcome the financial barriers to entry. These technologies,

The problem statement therefore
is one of closing the cognitive
gap, bringing engineers
closer to their designs, while
simultaneously addressing the
realities of collaboration at a
distance.

collectively known as ‘XR’, also represent the potential to
provide engineers with better solutions to interact with fullsized digital representations of their designs in a spatially
relevant context. Unfortunately for application in the
engineering field, the Unity and Unreal gaming ‘engines’ are
not set up to support product development approaches,
such as the management of a BoM (Bill of Materials)
structure – we will return to that problem later in this paper.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT TODAY GLOBALLY DISTRIBUTED
ENGINEERING

Mixed Reality (MR) is a relative newcomer in this space.
Until recently the MR space has been dominated by the
Microsoft HoloLens, but recently challenged by a
competitive offering from Magic Leap (with high profile

Rarely are products completely developed in a single

investment from Google, Alibaba, and AT&T), both

location with the luxury of co-located

providing a Head-Mounted-Display (HMD) that

development teams. The reality of product

blends digital [holographic] data with the
physical world. This digital and physical
blend is the closest step yet towards
the provision of true spatial context
for the user, placing full-sized 3D
digital data ‘into’ the user’s world, and
removing the need to ‘view through’ a
screen. With the distinct advantage of

By combining the
strengths of humans
and machines, we believe
that XR will dramatically
increase value creation.

development today involves collaboration
across international borders.
The engineering skills gap was first
highlighted over a decade ago, and it
has since been the topic of much
debate. Recent findings continue to
paint a gloomy picture, predicting that by

being able to see other physical users in

2020, the global gap between supply and

the same space, and even to present virtual

incremental demand for qualified scientists,

‘avatars’ of users into the room, MR is the closest

engineers and technicians may be as high as 74%4. In a

solution yet to removing the cognitive gap. Just like

2015 survey by the Confederation of British Industry (CBI),

Consumer VR and AR, MR is enabled by the same graphical

44% of engineering, science and high-tech firms reported

gaming engines.

difficulties in finding experienced recruits with the right
STEM skills5. Inevitably therefore businesses have been
forced to locate skills in other locations, setting up their own

These technologies, collectively
known as ‘XR’, also represent
the potential to provide
engineers with better solutions.

offshore facilities, or working with Engineering Services
Providers (ESPs), in locations such as Eastern Europe, India,
Korea and China. As engineering moves from traditional inhouse and supply chain sources, manufacturer’s
partnerships with ESPs are evolving from a tactical response
to additional capacity, progressing instead to strategic

While the advantage of bringing engineers closer to their

partnerships delivering higher value throughout the entire

designs may be obvious, the scale of investment required

product realisation lifecycle.

for Commercial VR, and the complications of applying it,

4 NASSCOM Perspective 2020; McKinsey Analysis

3 XRDC (2018) AR/VR Innovation Report, San Francisco, October 2018.

5 CBI/Pearsons Education and Skills Survey 2015
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Technology may be a solution to closing Cognitive Distance,

platform for businesses of all sizes – ‘Digital Realities for

but what about improving collaboration when engineering

Everybody’.

teams can no longer work within the same walls? The

At the centre of the Theorem Solutions approach therefore

realities of globally distributed product development mean

we are leveraging over 25 years of product Visualization

that the engineering teams, and their customers are

experience, placing a technology agnostic ‘Visualization

increasingly facing the challenge of collaboration at a

Pipeline’ at the core of immersive, contextual and spatially

distance.

relevant XR collaborative workspaces. Recognising the

THE THEOREM SOLUTIONS
APPROACH – DIGITAL REALITIES THE NEXT FRONTIER OF
COLLABORATION

significant investments that some businesses have already
made in Commercial VR, this approach also supports and
improves any existing Commercial VR or photorealistic
rendering processes.
The Visualization Pipeline is a server-based technology

The problem statement therefore is one of reducing the

that enables fast, efficient, flexible, and

cognitive distance, bringing engineers closer to their

automated processing of CAD and

designs, while simultaneously addressing the realities of

Visualization data, while

collaboration at a distance. All of which must be focused

m a i n ta i n i n g

on the objective of improving the quality and productivity
of engineering and manufacturing processes.
Theorem Solutions has taken up the challenge of ‘providing

the strengths of
humans

and

machines, we believe
that XR will dramatically
increase value creation. Our
goal has been to produce a
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The Theorem Visualization Pipeline is
a technology agnostic enhancement
that can improve all Visualization
approaches. The Digital Realities
suite interfaces seamlessly to exploit
the advantages of consumer VR
technology.

(retaining the essential knowledge embedded in the original

key programme milestones to undertake review activities

source). It has been designed to optimise the output for all

such as:
•

Visualization workflows, supporting CAVEs and Powerwalls,
but also supporting photorealistic rendering (such as Alias,

•

VRED and 3DExcite), existing lightweight viewing

•

technologies (such as JT, Creo View and 3D XML), and
preparing data for use within XR-based experiences

•

(powered by Unity and Unreal). For collaboration to become
a reality, data must be made available to all, irrespective of

•

their toolset of choice.

•

The Visualization Pipeline can automatically process data
in the background, or on-demand with ‘save as’ and ‘drag
and drop’ functionality, removing the need for dedicated

•

However, preparing data for Visualization in the engineering

•

context is only the first step towards the exploitation of the

•

potential that XR represents. Theorem Solutions has
invested significantly to understand how XR can be applied,
not just in terms of the long term potential, but also how the
technology can be exploited today to bring real business
benefits to product development and manufacturing
and Aerospace industries, four key use-cases have been
identified that represent an immediate benefit; we have
created four ‘Digital Realities Experiences’ that get the
most from the XR toolset, and further extended these
experiences with a suite of targeted tools to deliver the
greatest gain:

2.

Design Review Experience

3.

Production Layout Experience

4.

Production Build Experience

Detecting new issues (e.g. geometry clash issues, or
manufacturing / service access problems).

Resolving integration (interface) problems, including
methodologies such as zone management / block
management.
Discussing proposed changes.

Bringing together the necessary business functions to
move decision making as far upstream in the
development process as possible (avoiding costly
changes late in the process).

Reduce the expense of producing physical prototypes
to aid review / issue detection.
Enable the review process to include distributed teams.
Improve the quality of downstream quality events by
informing and sign-posting the review of focal areas,
and better preparing for the effective comparison
between physical output and design intent.

The Design Review Experience
can bring distributed experts and
practitioners together to review,
debate and resolve issues in
real-time, improving access,
saving time, and avoiding costly
travel.

businesses. Working with early adopters in the Automotive

Visualization Experience

Discussing known issues / anticipated issues.

Critically, digital design reviews enable manufacturers to:

data processing teams.

1.

Release status and maturity (and identifying /
reviewing gaps therein).

The Design Review Experience leverages the Visualization
Experience, but further enables a group of engineers, local
or in remote locations, to interactively review a design
through the immersive experience of XR technologies,

Each ‘task-focused’ experience builds on a foundational

closing the cognitive distance for all involved, and providing

Visualization Experience which empowers engineers to

a unique collaborative workspace. Importantly, the review

interact with data in a 3D spatial context, visualising their

process can be recorded in part or full, capturing comments

models at full scale. The Visualization Experience provides

and issues for wider cascade and use by other members of

the essential tools to view, navigate, explode, section, and

the extended team (including full management reports).

measure, in addition to interrogating materials and other

The Design Review Experience can bring distributed experts

information (including data pulled from external databases).

and practitioners together to review, debate and resolve
issues in real-time, improving access, saving time, and

Design reviews are a critical part of the product development

avoiding costly travel.

lifecycle. Across the globe, engineers meet regularly, and at
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The Production Layout Experience, again leveraging the

The Production Build Experience is aimed at operators or

enabling technologies of the Visualization Experience,

trainers to teach and foster familiarity with new production

providing a rich Visualization experience designed to aid

processes, new build techniques or assembly sequences. It

production engineers in the optimisation of production

can also be used by experienced operators to address

facilities. Using an immersive VR experience or anchoring

complex build processes and consider scenarios to

the data in the real world through AR and MR technologies,

overcome problems or optimise existing approaches.

engineers can work at full scale to create and move the
components of production facilities, assessing the

The Production Build Experience
harnesses the power of Virtual,
Augmented, or Mixed Reality
to enable manufacturers to
prepare their teams ahead of the
availability of physical assets.

efficiency of workflow, human and ergonomic design.
Different layout strategies can be explored and saved for
wider distribution and review by the extended team.
The Production Layout Experience focuses on the needs of
the planner, facilitating the optimisation of equipment and
plant layout, and ancillaries such as component bins and
stillages, thereby maximising productivity and efficiency,
and reducing inventory. Similarly, engineers can factor in

Supported by the powerful viewing tools within the

access for maintenance, cleaning, and line-side material

Visualization Experience, and recording interactions for

handling. All of which can be explored and validated before

wider cascade and action, the Production Build Experience

committing to physical resources; reducing the potential for

enables a new level of understanding about digital

expensive and time consuming late changes.

manufacturing, interacting at full scale within familiar
workspaces, optimising the production processes, and

Using scanned data in a VR environment or using full scale

enabling the repeated practice of assembly activities to

models viewed in the real world through AR and MR devices,

reduce manufactured cost.

production engineers can work around the realities of ever
changing factory facilities; planning around infrastructure

It’s common sense that product development and

such as building pillars, electrical and heating installations,

manufacturing engineers should work together to develop a

and air ducting.

product that performs flawlessly and is manufactured (and
assembled) in the most effective way. Both the Production

Production operatives are often hampered by late access to

Layout Experience and Production Build Experiences take

physical assets, and typically cannot contribute their

advantage of the same collaboration functions introduced

unique insight into production engineering until late in the

in the Design Review Experience. The power of the Digital

new product introduction process. Working in totally

Realities toolset enables distributed groups of engineers to

immersive or real world environments, staff can leverage

interact through the immersive experience of XR

XR to provide upstream feedback, improving the final

technologies, closing the cognitive distance for all involved,

production design, and once again reducing the potential

and providing a unique collaborative workspace.

for expensive and time consuming late changes.
Finally, the Production Build Experience harnesses the
power of Virtual, Augmented, or Mixed Reality to enable
manufacturers to prepare their teams ahead of the
availability of physical assets. Working in totally immersive
or real world environments, production staff can operate
and handle virtual tools and equipment, leveraging XR to
rehearse build processes and undertake training in
readiness for the real thing.
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DIGITAL REALITIES FOR EVERYBODY
Theorem Solutions has been working hard to overcome the limitations of the Consumer VR (and XR) technologies such that they
can be leveraged by product development and manufacturing engineers today.
Focusing on near-term gain from Virtual, Augmented and Mixed Reality technologies, we have crafted a suite of Digital Realities
Experiences that bring out-of-the-box, task-orientated applications to aid modern manufacturers in the pursuit of more products,
accelerated time-to-market and superior performance.
The Digital Realities Experiences, tightly integrated with the core Visualization Pipeline, engage the problem of cognitive distance,
bringing engineers closer to their designs, while simultaneously addressing the realities of collaboration at a distance. Our device
agnostic solutions and methodologies maintain a razor sharp focus on the objective of improving the quality and productivity of
engineering and manufacturing processes through enabling technologies.

Digital Realities embrace the
latest advances in spacial
computing technology to
provide unique collaborative
workspaces designed to bridge
the barriers of cognitive and
geographical gaps.

China
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Japan
MR

VR

2D

MR

AR

3D

France
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Germany
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ABOUT THEOREM SOLUTIONS
Theorem Solutions have been helping engineering and manufacturing users leveraged value
of their CAD and PLM assets for over 25 years. We help the world’s leading Automotive,
Aerospace, Defence, Power Generation, Transportation, and White Goods manufacturers and
their end-to-end value chains to optimise the use of their Digital assets. Our solutions enable
product development and manufacturing businesses to compress design and manufacturing
lifecycles, whilst improving product quality. Our core strength is in the visualization and utilisation
of data across complex organisations to maximise efficiency.
Theorem Solutions offers a consultative approach to help customers get the most from
technology. We advise on optimum use cases, deployment strategy, and custom development
as required to maximise the Return on Investment.

UK, Europe, Asia Pacific Regions
+44 (0)1827 305350
sales@theorem.com
US and the Americas
+1 (513) 576 1100
sales-usa@theorem.com

www.theorem.com

